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Cyclic Neofields and Cyclic Steiner 2-Designs with Block Size 4
MASAKAZU ]IMBO
It is known that there are close relations between cyclic neofields and cyclic 2-designs with
block size 3. In this paper it is shown that every cyclic Steiner 2-design with block size 4 is
algebraically equivalent to a cyclic neofield with a suitable property.
1. INTRODUCTION
A 2-design is a system (V, [lJ), where V is a set of v elements (points) and [lJ is a
collection of k- subsets (blocks) of V such that every pair of V is contained in exactly
A blocks of [lJ. A 2-design will be denoted by B (v, k, A). The parameters k and A are
called the block size and the coincidence number, respectively.
A 2-design B (v, k, A) is called cyclic if it has a cyclic automorphism of order v; a
cyclic 2-design is denoted by CB (v, k, A). Thus for a cyclic 2-design we may assume
V =Zv. If the system (Zv, £Yc1) is a cyclic 2-design then, for any block B ={bo, bh ... , bk - 1} ,
the k-subset B + 1 = {bo+ 1, ... ,bk - 1 + l}(mod v) is again a block. Similarly, a B (v, k, A)
is called a i-rotational 2-design if it has a cyclic automorphism of order v -1 which fixes
a point, say 00. That is, a 1-rotationaI2-design is a 2-design on the point set V = Zv-l U {oo}
such that, for any block B, B + 1(mod v-i) is again a block, where x + 00 = 00 + x = 00
for any x E Zv-l. A l-rotational 2-design is denoted RB (v, k, A). (The notion of r-
rotational 2-design is defined by Phelps and Rosa [8] when k = 3 and A= 1.)
If A = 1 then a 2-design is called a Steiner 2-design. A Steiner 2-design, a cyclic Steiner
2-design, and a I-rotational Steiner 2-design are denoted by S (2, k, v), CS (2, k, v), and
RS (2, k, v), respectively. In this paper we shall consider the algebraic structure of a
CS tz, 4, v) or an RS (2,4, v).
Next, let N be an n-set. Assume that two binary operations + and· are defined on
N. The system N; = (N, +, . ) is called a neofield of order n if it satisfies the following
three properties:
(a) (N, +) is a loop. We denote the zero element by O.
(b) (N -{O}, .) is a multiplicative group. We denote the unit element by 1.
(c) Both distributive laws hold.
That is, a neofield need not have the associative law or commutative law with respect
to addition. The addition of the neofield N; is completely determined by the presentation
function T(x) = 1 +x for any x E Ni; because of the distributive laws. Let g be an element
of a neofield N n ; if there exists an element x E N; such that x + (y +g) = y holds for any
y E N m then the element x is called the exchange inverse of g. If every element of a
neofield N; has the exchange inverse we say that the neofield has the exchange inverse
property and call it an Xlf~neofield. Furthermore, if the XIP-neofield is commutative
with respect to the addition, we say that the neofield has the inverse property and call it
an IP-neofield.
When the multiplicative group (N -{O}, .) is a cyclic group of order n -1, the neofield
N; is said to be cyclic. In this paper cyclic neofields will be considered. The elements of
acyclic neofield can be represented by a generator a as
where a n - 1 = 1. A cyclic XIP-neofield and a cyclic IP-neofield will be referred to a
CXIP-neofield and a CIP-neofield, respectively.
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Johnsen and Storer [4] proved that a CS (2, 3, v) is equivalent to a CIP-neofield of
order v + 1 when v is odd. ([3], [5], and [6] deal also with related topics.) Also Doner
[1] obtained similar results for CIP-neofields of odd order, while Hsu [2] verified several
relations between cyclic neofields with various properties and systems CB (v, 3, A) or RB
(v, 3, A).
The purpose of this paper is to show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between
CS (2,4, v )s [or RS (2,4, v)s] and CXIP-neofields with a suitable property.
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS FOR A CXIP-NEOFIELD
In this section a brief introduction is given to cyclic neofields. For details, see Hsu [2].
First of all, for any element c of a cyclicneofield N; ={O, 1, a, a 2, ••• , a n-2}we denote
the elements y and z satisfying c +y =0 and z +c =0 by (-C)R and (-c )L, respectively.
Paige [7] obtained the following result:
{
1,
-1 = (-1)R = (-1k = I
a ,
if n is even,
if n is odd, (1)
where 1= (n -1)/2. (He proved this result for an Abelian neofield. See also Hsu [2].)
And we have (-1)c = (-c).
Next, for a cyclic neofield N« we define a set of ordered pairs of Zn-l as
P ={(k, m)IT(a k ) = _am; a k, am ¥ -1}.
LetNn be a CXIP-neofield; if (k, m) is an element of P then (m -k, -k) and (-m, k -m)
(mod n -1) are also elements of P (see Hsu [2], Lemma 1.15). For these three ordered
pairs, set
S (k, m) = {(k, m), (m -k, -k), (-m, k -m)}.
These six elements k, m, m - k, -k, -m, and k - m can be arranged on the vertices of a
hexagon as in Figure 1. In the hexagon, the value on a vertex is the sum of the values
on the adjacent two vertices. Clearly we have
S (k, m) =S (m -k, -k) =S (-m, k -m).
k m
k-m m-k
-m
FIGURE 1.
-k
Hsu [2] has shown the following properties for CXIP-neofields of order n:
(a) If n == 0 (mod 6) then there are no CXIP-neofields of order n.
(b) When n == 2 (mod 6), for any orderedpair (k, m) E P, the six elements k, m, m - k,
-k, -m, and k - m (mod n -1) are all distinct.
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(c) When n =4 (mod 6), the pairs
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(~ 2(n-l»)3' 3 and ( Z(n - l ) ~)3 ' 3
are elements of P. Except for these two pairs, the six elements k, m, m - k, -k, -m,
and k - m (mod n - 1) are all distinct for any (k, m) E P.
(d) If n = 5 (mod 6), there exist three ordered pairs (0, h), (h,O), (-h, -h) (mod n -1)
in P for a suitable integer h #-0, (n -1)/2. While for any other pair (k, m) E P the six
elements k, m, 1]1 - k, -k, -m, and k - m are all distinct.
Though the similar results for n = 1,3 (mod 6) are known, we do not need them here
and so they will be omitted (see Hsu [2]).
Let
* {Zn -l -{O},
Zn-l = Zn-l-{(n -1)/2},
if n is even,
if n is odd.
If Z~-l XZ~-1 can be partitioned into hexagons S(. , .) satisfying the properties (b), (c),
or (d), then the partition is called a CXIP-admissible partition ofZ~-I'
The following result is known.
PROPOSITION (Hsu [2]). The existence ofa CXIP-neofield is equivalent to the existence
of a CXIP-admissible partition ofZ~-I'
3. ON THE SHORT ORBITS OF A CS (2, k, v) AND AN RS (2, k, v)
In this section the 'short orbits' of a CS (2, k, v) and an RS (2, k, v) are considered.
For any block B ={bo, ... , bk - 1} of a CS (2, k, v), the orbit containing the block B is
the set of blocks B + i, where B + i = {bo+ t, ... , bk - 1 + i} (mod v) for i = 0, 1, . . . , v -1.
The number of blocks contained in an orbit is called a length of the orbit. If the length
is v then for any block in the orbit, we say that it has a full orbit. Otherwise we say that
it has a short orbit. Beforehand we take an arbitrary block from each orbit, called a
starter blocks. We similarly define full orbits, short orbits, starter blocks, and so on, for
an RS (2, k, v). In this case, note that the length of a full orbit is v - 1.
For a CS (2, k, v) the following lemma is well known (see Rao [9]):
LEMMA 1. If there is a CS (2, k, v) then v = 1, k [mod k(k -1)] holds. And there
exists a short orbit if and only if v = k [mod k (k -1)]. Furthermore, the short orbit is
generated by the following starter block
{ V v V}0, k'2 k' ... , (k -1) k (mod v).
A similar result will be proved for an RS (2, k, v).
LEMMA 2. If there is an RS (2, k, v) then v = k (mod k (k -1» holds. This design
always has the following short orbit
{
V -1 v -1 v -I}
00,0, k -1' 2 k -1'" ., (k -2) k -1 (mod k -1).
And all the other orbits have length v-I, that is, they are full orbits.
(2)
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PROOF. Let B =[eo, 0, b-; b 2 , ••• , bk - 2} be a starter block which contains the point
00, where 0 < b1 < b2 < ... < bk - 2 • Then
B' =[oo, V -l-bl, 0, b2 r bs, . . . , bk - 2-b 1}
is also a block. Since A = 1 we have B =B'. Since
0<b2-b1 < ... <bk - 2-b1 <v -1-b1
holds, we have b, = s(v -l)/(k -1) for s = 1, 2, ... , k -2. Hence the RS (2, k, v) must
have the block of type (2), which has the short orbit of length (v -l)/(k -1). Therefore,
we have v-I = 0 (mod k -1). If the design has another short orbit besides this short
orbit, then we can easily show that the starter block of the short orbit must have the form
{
V -1 v -1 v -I}
0, -k-' 2 -k-' ... , (k -1) -k-
as A = 1 (see Rao [6]). This block has length (v -l)/k. Thus
v-I =0 [mod k(k -1)].
(3)
(4)
Since any other orbit of this design has length v-I and the number of blocks is
v (v -1)/k (k -1), the number
v (v - 1) v-I _ v-I _ (v - 2k + 1) ( _ 1
k(k-1) k-1 k - k(k-1) v )
is divisible by v-I. Hence v-2k+1=0[modk(k-1)]. But this contradicts (4) since
k ~ 3. Thus this design does not contain the block of type (3). Therefore,
v(v-1) v-I v-k
k(k-1) k-1=k(k-1)(v-1)
is divisible by v -1, which implies v;;;; k [mod k(k -1)].
4. MAIN RESULTS
In this section we shall consider the relation between a CXIP-neofield N; and a
CS (2, k, n -1) [or an RS (2, k, n )].
Suppose that an element x of a CXIP-neofield N« has the following property:
PROPERTY A:
l-[l-(l-x)]=x.
Then we say that x has Property (A). For any element x there exist two suitable elements
y and z satisfying 1+x = -y, 1+y = -z, and 1+ z = -x, if and only if the element -x
has Property A.
LEMMA 3. Let N; be a CXIP-neo/ield. Then the equation 1-x =x has no root if n is
even. On the other hand, if n is odd then it has a unique solution x = (l + 1)-1.
PROOF. When n is even the equation has no solution since -1 = 1 by (1). When n
is odd we have x -1_1 = 1 since x ;t. O. Therefore, x -1 = 1+ (x -1_1) = 1+ 1.
LEMMA 4. Let N; = {O, 1, a, a 2 , • • • , a n - 2} be a CXIP-neo/ield. Then the following
hold:
(a) If n ;;;; 2 (mod 6), elements 0 and 1 do not have PropertyA.
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(b) If n a4 (mod 6), the four elements 0,1, a' and a 2r do not have Property A, where
r =:= (n-1)/3; moreover {O, 1, ar, a 2r} is isomorphic to the finite field GF (4).
(c) If n a 5 (mod 6), the four elements 0, 1, -1, and 1+ 1 do not have Property A, but
(1+1)-1 has Property A.
(d) If n a 3 (mod 6), then the elements 0 and 1 do not have Property A, but -1( = 1+1)
has PropertyA.
(e) If n a 1 (mod 6), the six elements 0,1, _ar, _a 2r, 1+ 1, and -1 do not have Property
A but (l +1)-1 has PropertyA, where r = (n -1)/3.
PROOF. It is clear that the elements 0 and 1 do not have Property A. If n a
1,4 (mod 6), we have
1-(-ar)=1+a r=_a 2r, and 1-(_a2r)=1+a2r=_ar
(see Hsu [2], Lemma 1.35 and Theorem 1.52). Hence <a' and _a 2r do not have Property
A. If n a 1, 5 (mod 6) there exists an element a m satisfying 1+ 1 = -a "'. And it satisfies
1+a m = -1 and 1+a -m = -a -m, which implies that both 1+ 1 and -1 do not have
Property A. In the case n a 3 (mod 6), since -1 = 1+1 = (l + 1)-1, -1 has Property A.
LEMMA 5. Let N; ={O, 1, a, a 2, ... , a n - 2} be a CXIP-neofield. Assume that the
following equations hold:
1+a l=-a m , (5)
Then either (a) or (b) is true:
(a) k=l=m,anda k=-(l+1)-I.
(b) The elements 0, ±k, ±I, ±m, ±(k -I), ±(t- m), and ±(m - k) (mod n -1) are all
distinct.
PROOF. Suppose two of the elements k, I, m are equal. Without loss of generality,
we can assume k = I, then 1+a k = _a k hence k = I = m and a" = (l +1)-1 by Lemma 3,
this is case (a). For disinct elements k, I, and m, since (5) is symmetric with respect to
k, I, m, we have only to show the following (all mod n -1):
(c) k~ -I,
(f) k~/-m,
(i) k-/~/-k,
(b) k~-k,
(e) k~/-k,
(h) k -/~k -m,
(a) k~O,
(d) k~k -I,
(g) k~m -I,
(j) k -/~/-m.
But (d) and (h) are trivial.
(a) If kaO then 1+1=-a l, thus 1+a l=-1=1+a m • Hence I=m, which contradicts
the assumption.
(b) If k a -k, then 2k a 0 (mod n -1). By (a), we have k = (n -1)/2. Thus 1+1 = -1,
which implies n a 3 (mod 6) (see Hsu [2]). Hence k = I = m, a contradiction.
(c) If k a -I (mod n -1), (-I, l) and (2/, I) are pairs of the set P, hence -I a 21, that is,
31a 0 (mod n -1). But by Lemma 4, 1= (n -1)/3 and 1= 2(n -1)/3 do not satisfy (5).
(e) If k a 1- k (mod n -1), then 1== 2k. Hence (k, 2k) is a pair of P. Thus this case is
similar to case (c).
(f) If k a I-m, then (m, I-m) EP, and (t, m) EP; hence (-m, I-m) EP, which implies
m a -m, i.e. case (b).
(g) If k am -I, we have (m -I, l)EP. And (t, m)EP, hence (m -I, -/)EP. Thus la-I.
(i) If k-/a/-k, then 2(k-l)aO (modn-1). Hence k==I+(n-1)/2, since k~/.
Obviously n must be odd. And -a I = a k "i' 1+a \ a contradiction.
(j) If k -I ==I-m, (t, m) EP implies (t-k, -l) = (m -I, -l) EP. But (t-k, -k)EP holds.
Hence -k a -I, a contradiction.
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Next, for a CXIP-neofield N; we define the set N~ as follows:
for n = 2 (mod 6),
for n =4 (mod 6),
for n = 5 (mod 6),
for n = 3 (mod 6),
for n = 1 (mod 6),
where r = (n -1)/3. If each element of N~ has Property A, then we call N; a CXIP-
neofield having Property A. If N; is a CXIP-neofield having Property A then the number
of elements of N~ is a multiple of 12.
Finally , we have the following theorems.
THEOREM 1. If n = 2 (mod 12) then there exists a CXIP-neofield N; having Property
A if and only if there exists a CS (2, 4, n -1). If n = 5 (mod 12) then there exists a
CXIP-neofield N; having Property A which contains the subfield GF(5) if and only if
there exists a CS (2,4, n - 1).
PROOF. By Lemma 1, if a CS (2,4, n -1) exists then n = 2,5 (mod 12). When
n = 2 (mod 12), all blocks of the CS (2,4, n -1) have full orbits. Let {a, k, I, m} be a
starter block of this design. Then {-k , 0, I-k, m -k}, {-I, k -I, 0, m -I}, and {-m, k-
m, 1- m, O] are also blocks of the design. And the 13 elements 0, ±k, ±I, ±m, ± (k -l),
±(t- m ), ±(m - k ) are all distinct since A = 1. Using these elements the following ordered
pairs are constructed (mod n -1) :
(k, l), (l -k,-k ), (- I, k -l) ,
u, m ), (m -I, -I ), (- m, l - m), (6)
(m, k ), (k -m, -m), (- k , m -k ),
(m-k,l-k), (t-m, k -m ), (k -I, m-l)
Similarly, for any other starter blocks of the CS (2, 4, n -1 ), we construct the ordered
pairs (6). Then the set P consist ing of these ordered pairs is a CXIP admissible partition
of zr., and the CXIP-neofield generated by the set P has Property A. On the other
hand, when n = 5 (mod 12), a CS (2, 4, n -1 ) has the starter block of the short orbit
{a, s, 2s, 3s}, where s = (n -1 )/4. For this block let the three ordered pairs (0, s ), (s,O),
and (3s, 3s) be elements of the set P. For any other starter block we construct the ordered
pairs (6) as in the case n = 2 (mod 12). Then the set P is a CXIP admissible partition of
Z~_I and the CXIP-neofield has Property A. Furthermore, the set {a, 1, as, a 2s, a3s}
[s = (n -1)/4] is isomorphic to GF (5), since 1 + 1 = <a' = a 3S, a2s = -1,1 +a s = -1, and
1+a 2s= -a 3s = aS hold.
Conversely, we assume the existence of a CXIP-neofield N; having Property A. When
n == 5 (mod 12), by the assumption of the theorem, the CXIP-neofield N; has a subfield
GF (5). Hence {a, 1, as, a 2s, a 3S} [s = (n -1 )/4] must be isomorphic to GF (5). Obviously,
a 2s=_1 , as=1+1 [or (1+ 1)- 1), and a3s= (1+1 r l (or 1+1 ). Thus note that a s, a2S,
a 3s are not contained in N~. For these elements, beforehand, let {a, s, 2s, 3s} be a starter
block of the short orbit of length s when n == 5 (mod 12).
Next, in both cases n == 2, 5 (mod 12), for any a k EN~ there exist two elements a I and
a m such that 1 + a k = <a', 1 + a' = -a m, and 1 + a m = -a k, since the CXIP-neofield N;
has Property A. If we take note of the fact that (1+ 1)-1 is not an element of N~ for
n = 5 (mod 12), 0, ±k, ±I, ±m, ±(k -l), ±(t- m), ± (m - k ) are all distinct by Lemmas
3 and 5. For these elements let {a, k, I, m} (mod n - 1) be a starter block, then it has a
full orbit. And the point °meets with ±k, ±I, ±m, ±(k -I ), ±(l- m ), ± (m - k ) exactly
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once. For the remainder elements of N~, similarly construct starter blocks in turn. Then
we obtain a set of starter blocks of CS (2, 4, n -1).
THEOREM 2. If n == 4 (mod 12), then there exists a CXIP-neofield N; having Property
A if and only if there exists an RS (2, 4, n).
PROOF. When n == 4 (mod 12) the set of ordered pairs P contains two ordered pairs
(r, 2r), (2r, r), where r = (n -1)/3. On the other hand, by Lemma 2, an RS (2,4, n) has
the starter block {oo, 0, r, 2r}. With this block we associate the ordered pairs (r, 2r), (2r, r).
The other starter blocks of full orbits are associated with the ordered pairs of P as in
the proof of Theorem 1.
k-I I-k
-I
-k
FIGURE 2.
TABLE 1.
A partition of Z~-l into the polyhedrons
N 12 I+ 2 N 12 1+5 N 12 I+4
CS (2, 4, 12t+ 1) CS (2,4, 12t+4) RS(2,4,12t+4)
(mod 12t+1) (mod 12t+4) (mod 12t+3)
k m k m k m
t= 1 3 9 3 7
1=2
1=3 1 3 24 1 4 13 1 6 31
4 9 15 2 7 24 2 12 23
7 17 25 6 14 25 3 7 22
1=4 1 3 8 1 3 7 1 3 8
4 18 29 5 19 35 4 18 30
6 21 33 8 20 31 6 19 29
9 19 32 9 24 34 9 20 36
1=5 1 3 7 1 3 7 1 3 7
5 13 34 5 17 39 5 13 35
9 26 42 8 21 41 9 20 38
10 24 46 9 19 37 10 24 47
11 23 41 11 26 40 12 27 44
1=6 1 3 7 1 3 7 1 3 7
5 13 29 5 13 28 5 13 29
9 27 47 9 33 44 9 26 41
10 31 50 10 31 49 10 30 48
11 28 43 12 29 54 11 33 47
12 34 48 14 30 50 12 31 52
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REMARK. The elements ±k, ±/, ±m, ±(k - /), ±(/ - m), ±(m - k) are arranged on
the vertices of the polyhedron in Figure 2. Thus, constructing a CXIP-neofield having
Property A is equivalent to partitioning the set Z:-l into the polyhedrons except for
the special elements. There are many elementary number theoretic methods to construct
CXIP admissible partitions, that is, partitions of Z:-l by hexagons (Figure 1) (see
Hsu [2]). On the.other hand, few constructions are presently available of the partitions
of Z:-l by polyhedrons (Figure 2). For small values of n, such partitions are listed in
Table 1. Obviously this table is equivalent to that of difference families (supplementary
difference sets).
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